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To all whom it may concern: . 
Be it known that I, JOHN HAYS HAM 

noxo, J12, a citizen of the United States, 
residing at Gloucester, in the State of Massa 
chusetts, have invented certain new anduse 
ful Improvements in Selective Wave-Trans 
mission Systems, of which the following is 
a specification. . ' 

My invention relates to systems of selec 
tive wireless transmission of energy, in’ 
which electric waves of de?nite frequencies 
are transmitted in groups also having de? 
nite group frequencies, and relates more 
particularly to systems in which electric 
waves oftwo or more wave lengths and in 
grouliis of two or more frequencies are trans 
mitted simultaneously. 
My invention ‘consists broadly in the 

transmission of radiant energy from one 
point in groups of waves having two or‘ 
more group frequencies, the waves compris 
mg each group having one de?nite wave 
length. but havmg'diiferent wave lengths 1n 
the different groups, and the receiving ofv 
this energy at another place so as to effect 
the selective control of suitable mechanisms. 
The apparatus I have employed to illus 

trate this invention relates to the operation 
of a typewriter keyboard by means of corn 
binations of two or more groups of electric 
waves, both the wave groups and the indi 
vidual waves being tuned to de?nite fre 
quencies, as will hereafter be set forthv more 
fully, but my invention is not confined to 
this particular embodiment, but may be ap 
plied in many other ways. 

In order to effect the operation of 45 keys 
on a typewriter keyboard by means of radi 
ant energy, it is usually necessary to have 
to separate circuit-closing relays, or other 
suitable controlling mechanisms, each oper 
ated by waves of a certain frequency, or 
group frequency, set out from a transmit 
ting station by suitable apparatus for the‘ 
production of these v4,5 varieties of waves or 
wave groups. But with my system it is pos 
sible to operate the 45 keys with only 10 re 
lays, or other suitable apparatus, acting in 
comliilmtions of two, connected‘ in such a 
Way that both must be energized simultane 
ously ‘to operate the key which they control. 
In order that these 10 relays may be se 

lectively operated by means of radiant en— 
ere)‘. it is necessary to have. at the trans 
mitting station. 10 transmitting units, and 
at the receiving station, 10 corresponding 

receiving units, one for the control of each 
relay. In my system each of these units is 
tuned to a de?nite wave length and a’ de? 
mte spark, or group frequency, and isthere 
fore doubly selective. Moreover, since each 
key can only be operated by two relays act 
ing simultaneously, each key has a ‘quad. 
ruple selectivity, and the-chances of any 
outslde interference with the operation of 

' these keys are practically negligible. 
In the accompanying drawings; 

~Flgure 1 represents, in diagrammatic 
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form, a transmitting station on my system, \ 
and > 

2 shows, also diagrammatically, a re 
ceiving station‘. ' 
In Fig. 1 are shown 10 transmitter units, 

numbered from I to X, inclusive,,_which in 
combinations of two, are controlled by 45 
keys, numbered from 1 to 45, inclusive. Each 
unit emits groups of waves having a distinct 
group frequency and a distinct ,wave length, 
and it is composed of an alternating-current 
generator G, a step-up transformer,‘ T, and 
a closed oscillatory circuit comprising a 
spark gap S, a variable condenser C, and 
an inductance coil L. B and D are short~ 
circuiting strips which close the circuits 
through generator and transformer of trans 
mitter units I and II when key 1 is oper 
ated. A1 is an untuned antenna in inductive 
relation to all 10' oscillatory circuits. , 
In the operation of the transmitting‘ ap-l 

paratus, when key 1 is closed, transmitter 
units I and II, each with its distinctive wave 
length and group frequency, impress their 
oscillations uponthe antenna A1 and cause 
the latter to radiate energy of two wave 
lengths and at two group frequencies. v1When 
key 28 is closed, transmitter units IV and 
VIII impress upon the antenna oscillations 
of their respective wave lengths and group 
frequencies, which are then radiated out_ 
ward. In a similar way, each key controls 
two of the transmitter units, each of which 
emits’iwaves of distinct wave length and 
group frequency. \ ' 

In Fig. 2, there are 10 receiver units, 1‘ 
to X1, inclusive, tuned, respectively,‘ to the 
10 transmitter units. A2 is an untuned an 
tenna. I1 is a receiver unit, comprising 
a closed oscillatory circuit consisting of the 
inductance coil l1‘ and the variable condens 
ers (“, this circuit being tuned to the wave 
length of the correspoinling oscillatory cir 
cuit of the transmitter unit I. The recti~ 
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?er R1 allows unidirectional currents to pass 
through the coupling coil L‘, which is in 
inductive relation to coupling coil L5, the 
latter and the varable condenser C2 being 
in a comparatively vlow frequency circuit 
which is tuned to the group, or spark fre 
quency of transmitter unit I. Recti?er R2 
allows unidirectional currents to pass 
through the relay F1, which short circuits 
the bus-bars M and N. The other receiver 
units function in an exactly similar manner. 
There are 45 printing elements numbered 

from 11 to 451, inclusive, and in the opera 
tion of the receiving apparatus, w'hen printer 
11 is to work, relays F1 and F2 must be 
closed, which causes the closure of a cir» 
cuit through a source of current and an elec 
tromagnet, which causes printer 11 to oper 
ate. This requires the simultaneous opera 
tion of receiver units Il and II:L which can 
only be e?’ected whenv transmitter units I 
“and II are emitting their characteristic 
waves, upon having been started by the clos 
ing of key 1. In a similar manner, any one 
of the 45 printers can be operated by clos! 
ing the corresponding key of the transmit-_ 
ting apparatus. 
The particular apparatus here described 

is suitable for the transmission and receiv 
ing and recording of telegraphic signals 
and messages, but it is obvious that my in 
vention has a far wider scope. A great va 
riety of wave lengths and of forms of ra 
diant energy can be utilized, and a large 
number of mechanisms can be actuated there 
by. A tuned relay or any other device 
which responds to a speci?c frequency of 
impulses received may be used at the receiv 

. ing station. 
I do not con?ne myself to the particular 

means here shown for carrying out my in‘ 
vention, but what I claim is: 

1. In a selective wave transmission sys 
tem, a receiver comprising a plurality of 
sets, each of said sets comprising a plural 
ity of tuned circuits and being responsive 
to a‘ predetermined combination of wave 
lengths and group frequencies, said sets op 
erating in predetermined combinations, two 
or more, to actuate local mechanisms. 

2. In a selective wave transmission sys 
tem, a transmitting apparatus comprising a' 
plurality of mechanisms, each of which con 
trols a combination of two or more trans 
mitting sets, the number of said transmitting 
sets being less than the number of mechas 
nisms, and each of said sets being tuned to 
a plurality of frequencies. 

3. In a selective wavev transmission sys 
tem, a transmitting station comprising a 
plurality of sets, each of said sets transmit 
ting a predetermined combination of wave 
lengths and group frequencies, said-sets be 
ing operated in predetermined combinations, 
two or more by local mechanisms. 
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4. In a radio typewriter system, a receiv 
ing station comprising receiving circuits 
tuned to wave length and group frequency, 
and typewriter keys each operated directly 
by combinations of'two or more of saidre 
ceiving circuits. - ' 

5. A selective receiving system for waves 
comprising a plurality of elements selec 
tively responsive respectively to a plurality 
of differentiated series of'wa'ves, each series 
having a wave frequency and a wave group 
frequency different from the wave frequency 
and wave group frequency of every other 
series, and a pluralityi-l-bf devices each of 
which is. independently controlled as a re 
sult of the combined action of a plurality 
of said elements, the number of saidjdevices. 
being greater than the number at said ele 
inents. 

6. A selective receiving system for waves 
comprising a plurality of elements selec 
tively responsive respectively to a plurality 
of differentiated series of waves, each series 
having a wave frequency and,_a wave group 
frequency different from the wave frequency 
and wave group frequency of every other 
series, and a plurality of devices each of 
which is independently controlled as a re 
sult of the combined actioniof a plurality of 
said elements‘, the number of said devices 
being greater than twice the number of said 

' elements. 

7. A selective receiving system for waves 
comprising a plurality of elements selec 
tively responsive respectively to a plurality 
of differentiated series. of waves, each series 
having a wave frequency and a wave group‘ 
frequency different from the wave frequency 
and wave grou frequency of every other 
‘series, and a p urality of devices each of 
which is independently controlled as a re 
sult of the combined action of a plurality 
of said elements, each of said elements being 
arranged to cooperate selectively with any 
one o a plurality of the remaining elements 
to actuate a corresponding device. 

'8. A selective receiving system for waves 
comprising a plurality of electromagnetic 
elements, means for selectively energizing 
,any one of said elements independently of 
the remaining elements, and a plurality of 
devices electrically connected to different 
groups of said elements respectively where 
by when the elements of any one of said 
groups are simultaneously operated the cor 
responding one of said devices will be oper 
ated, the number of said devices being 
greater than- the number of said elements. 

9. A selective receiving system for waves 
comprising a plurality of electromagnetic 
elements, means for selectively energizing 
any one of said elements independently of 
the remaining elements, and a plurality of 
devices electrically connected to different 
groups of said elements respectively where~ 
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by‘ when the elements of any one of said 
groups are'simultaneously operated the cor 
responding one of said devices will be oper~ 
ated, the number of said devices being greater 
than the number of said ‘elements, each 
of said elements being electrically connected 
to a'plurality of the remaining elements and I 
forming therewith a plurality of said groups. 

10. In a radio typewriter system, a re 
ceiving station comprising a plurality of 
sets each .comprising circuits tuned to wave 
frequency and group frequency respectively, 
and typewriter keys each operated directly 
by a combination of a plurality of said sets. 

11. In a‘ radio system, a receiving station 
‘comprising a pluralitv of sets each compris 
ing circuits tuned kto wave frequency and 
group frequency respectively, and typewriter 
keys each independentlv operated bv a, com 
bination of a plurality of saidv sets, the 

" number of said ‘keys-being greater than the 
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number of said ‘sets, . 
12. In a radio system, a receiving station 

comprising a plurality" of sets each com 
prising receiving circuits tuned to wave fre 
quency and group frequency respectively, 
and operative elements each independently 
operated by a combination of a plurality of 
said receiving circuits. . 

13. In a selective, wave receiving system, 
' a receiver comprising a plurality of sets, each 
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--—:0f said sets comprising a plurality of cir 
ruits tuned to different frequencies respec 
tively, and a plurality of ope'ratlve elements 
each independently operated as a result of " 
the action of a predetermined combmation 
of a plurality of said sets. - V 

14. In a selective wave receiving system, 
a receivercomprising a plurality of sets, each 
of said sets comprising a plurality of sue; 
cessively acting circuits tuned to different 
frequencies respectively, and a plurality of 
operative elements each independentlv oper 
ated as a result of the action of a predeter 
mined combination of a pluralityof said 
sets. 

15. In a selective wave receiving system, 
a receiver comprising a plurality ofv sets,‘ 
each of said sets comprising a plurality of 
circuits tuned to different frequencies re 
spectively, and a plurality of operative ele 
ments each indepemlentlv operated as a re— 
sult of the action of a predetern'iined com 
bination of a pluralitv of said sets, the num 
ber of said elements being, greater than the 
number of said sets. 

16. Ina selective wave receiving system, 
a receiver comprising a plurality_of sets, 
each comprising a plurality of circuits tuned 
to different frequencies respectively. and a 
plurality of operative elements, each inde— 
pendently operated as a result of the simul 
taneous action of a predetermined combina 
tion of a plurality of said sets. 
‘n17. In a selective wave receiving system, 

8 

a receiver comprising a plurality of sets, 
each comprising a plurallty of clrcults tuned 
to di?'erent frequencies respectively, and a 
plu’ality of ope 'ative elements, each inde 
pendently operated as a result of the simul 
taneous action of a predetermined combina 
tion of a plurality of said sets. the number 
of said elements being greater than the 
number of said sets. a 

18. In a radio typewriter system, a ‘re 
eeiving station comprising receiving circuits 
tuned to wave length and group frequency, 
and typewriter keys each operated directly 
by a plurality of said receiving circuits. 

19. A selective receiving system for waves 
comprising a_plurality of elements selec 

“tively responslve respectively to a plurality 
of differentiated series of waves, and a plu 
rality of devices each of which is independ 
ently controlled as a result of the combined 
action ofya plurality of said elements, the 
number of said devices being greater than 
the number ofsaid elements. 

20. A selective receiving system for waves 
comprising‘ a plurality of elements selec 
tively responsive to a plurality of differen 
tiated series'of waves, anda plurality of de 
vices each of which is independently con 
trolled as a result of the combined action of 
a plurality of said elements, the number of 
said devices being greater than twice the 
number of said elements. 

21. A selective receiving system for waves 
comprising a plurality of elements selec~ 
.tively responsive respectively to a plurality 
‘Of'di?'QI‘BHlJMtGCl series of waves, and a plu 
rality of devices each of which is ‘independ 
‘ently controlled as a result of the combined 
action of a plurality of said elements, each 
of said elements being ar 'anged to coopeu 
ate selectivelywith any one of a plurality 
of the remaining elements to actuate a cor 
responding device. 

22. A selective receiving system. for 
Waves, comprising a plurality of electro 
magnetic elements, means) responsive to ra 
diant energy for selectively energizing, any 
one of said elements independently of the re 
maining elements, and a plurality of devices 
electrically connected to different groups of 
said elements respectively whereby when the 
elements of any one of‘ said groups are si 
multaneously operated the corresponding 
one of said devices will be operated, the 
number of said devices being greater than 
the number of said elements. 

23. A selective receiving system for 
waves comprising a plurality of electro 
magnetic elements, means responsive to ra 
diant energy for selectively energizing any 
one of said elements independently of the 
remaining elements, and a plurality of de 
vices electrically connected to different 
groups of said elements respectively where 
by"wl1en the elements of ‘any one of said 
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groups are simultaneously operated the cor 
responding one‘of said devices will be oper 
ated, the number of said devices being 
greater than the number of said elements, 
each of said elements being electrically con 
nected ,to a plurality of the remaining ele 
ments and forming therewith a plurality of 
said groups. ‘ , . y 

24. In a selective Wave receiving system, 
a receiver comprising a plurality of sets, 

, each of said sets comprising a plurality of 
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elements tuned to different frequencies're’ 
spectively, and a plurality of operative ele 
ments each independently controlled as a 
result of the action of a predetermined com 
bination of a plurality of said sets. 

25. In a selective wave receiving system, 
a receiver Comprising a plurality of sets, 
each of said sets comprising'a plurality of 
‘successively acting elements tuned to dif 
ferent frequencies‘ respectively, and a plu 
rality of operative elements each independ 
ently controlled as a result of the action of 
a predetermined combination of a plurality 
of said sets. ' 

26. In a selective wave receiving system,‘ 
a receiver comprising a ‘plurality of sets, 
each ofsaid sets com rising a plurality of 
elements tuned to diiiierent frequencies re 
spectively, and a plurality of operative ele 
ments each independently controlled as a re 
sult of the action of a predetermined com 
bination of a plurality of said sets, the num 
ber of said operative elements being greater 
than the number of said sets. 

27. In a selective Wave receiving system, 
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a receiver responsive to radiant energy com 
prising a plurality of sets, each comprising 
a plurality of circuits tuned to di?'erent fre 
quencies respectively, and a plurality of op 
erative elements each independently oper 
ated as a‘ result of the simultaneous action 
of a predetermined combination of a plu 
rality of said sets. ' 

28. A‘ wave transmission system, com 
prising a plurality of transmitter units ar 
ranged to generate a corresponding plural 
ity of series of Waves‘respectively, having 
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different Wave frequencies respectively, and . 
said plurality of series of Waves being pe-~ 
riodically modi?ed respectively at different 
frequencies respectively, and means includ 
ing a plurality of keys arranged to connect 
one of said units operatively to any one of 
the remaining units.- ‘ 

29. A wave transmission system compris 
ing a plurality of transmitting units for 
transmitting a plurality of series of groups 
of Waves respectively having 'di?erent 
Wave frequencies and different group fre 
quencies respectively», of means for selec 
tively connecting any one of said units op 
eratively' with any one of the remaining 
units so as to cause the units thus connected 
to transmit simultaneously two correspond 
ing series of W. ves. - 

This speci?cation signed and witnessed 
this 23rd day of April, A. 1)., 1912. 

JOHN HAYS HAMMOND, JR. 
Signed in the presence of 

BENJ. F. Mrnssrznn, 
M. P. WINXE. 
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